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The question

What motivates scientists to do science?



Basic vs. applied science

▶ Basic science seeks to expand human knowledge, but not to create or invent
something. There is no obvious commercial value to the result of basic research

▶ Applied science seeks to solve practical problems and often yields something that
is commercially valuable

▶ Basic research is important: “People cannot foresee the future well enough to
predict what’s going to develop from basic research. If we only did applied
research, we would still be making better spears.” – George Smoot

▶ But how do we incentivize people to produce it?



Basic vs. applied science: an example



Profit motivates applied science

▶ We have robust evidence that innovation responds to demand:
▶ Acemoglu and Linn (2004) studies drug development in response to demographic

shifts
▶ Finkelstein (2004) studies vaccine development in response to policy changes
▶ Moscona and Sastry (2023) studies heat-tolerant seeds in response to climate change

▶ We also have evidence that innovation response to increased IP protection
▶ Budish, Williams, and Roin (2016) shows that cancer drug innovation responds to

the (effective) patent term
▶ Giorcelli and Moser (2020) shows that IP led to the development of more operas in

the 19th century
▶ Moscona (2022) shows that patent protection led to increased development of seed

varieties



The incentives governing basic science are murkier

▶ What are scientists trying to maximize?

▶ How does this govern their behavior?

▶ What are the implications for the production of science?



Mertonian norms

Throughout this talk, it can be helpful to think about four norms (or perhaps ideals) of
science developed by the sociologist Robert K. Merton:

1. Communality: ideas ought to be freely shared to promote collaboration; secrecy
is the opposite of this norm

2. Universalism: scientific validity is independent of the status or attributes of its
participants

3. Disinterestedness: scientists should act for the benefit of the scientific enterprise
– not for specific outcomes or personal gain

4. Organized skepticism: scientific claims should be exposed to scrutiny before
being accepted

When do these norms break down?
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Academic freedom can be a strong motivator

▶ Stern (2004) “Do Scientists Pay to Be Scientists?” studies whether researchers
take a pay cut to be given more scientific freedom

▶ Surveys biology post-docs with multiple job offers and collects characteristics of
the jobs
▶ Salary
▶ Measures of scientific freedom (allowed to publish discoveries, allowed to continue

postdoc projects, whether there are incentives to publish)

▶ Argues that all job offers should be roughly similarly attractive (formal offers only
issued if candidate is serious)

▶ Can the run a hedonic regression with individual fixed effects



Researchers do value academic freedom

Results suggest postdocs accept a 20% pay cut in exchange for more academic freedom
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How else do we encourage basic research?

Many scientific norms can be viewed through the lens of providing incentives to engage
in basic research:

▶ Grants

▶ Prizes

▶ Eponymy

All designed to compensate researchers. Not with profits, but with credit, acclaim, etc.

“My love of natural science...has been much aided by the ambition to be esteemed by
my fellow naturalists” – Charles Darwin



The importance of credit and recognition

“In short, property rights in science become
whittled down to just this one: the recognition by
others of the scientist’s distinctive part in having
brought the result into being.”
- Robert K. Merton (1957)



Priority in scientific discovery

▶ Priority: Credit given to the individual who first makes a scientific discovery.

▶ If being first yields more credit, not surprising that there are often fierce disputes
over priority

▶ Notable scientific races and priority disputes:
▶ Newton versus Leibniz - Calculus
▶ Darwin versus Wallace - Natural Selection and Evolution
▶ Perelman versus Yau, Zhu, and Cao - Proof of the Poincaré Conjecture

▶ Merton (1961) assembles 264 cases of “multiple discovery”



Scooped! Estimating rewards for priority in science (Hill and Stein, 2023)

1. What is the causal effect of getting scooped?
▶ Short-run effect on project: Publication, journal placement, and citations
▶ Long-run effect on career: Future productivity of scientists

2. Does the priority reward system reinforce inequality in science? (Matthew Effect)
▶ What drives citations: being first or being famous?
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Key empirical challenges

1. Need a setting with well-defined problems and “one right answer.”

2. Need an objective measure of scientific proximity.

3. Need a view of potential abandonments prior to publication.



What is structural biology?

▶ Structural biologists determine the molecular
structure of proteins, DNA, and RNA.

▶ Proteins carry out most of the functions within
cells, and often ”form determines function.”

▶ Structures are solved by X-ray crystallography.
Successful experiments result in diffraction data
and a model that describes the protein shape.



The Protein Data Bank

▶ The Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains structural data of 100,000+ proteins and
meta-data about projects.

▶ Major scientific journals require scientists to submit their structure data to the
PDB before publication.

▶ All structures are deposited confidentially a few months before article publication.

▶ Bioinformatics algorithm links projects with identical biological features.



PDB example: Cas-9

unique structure ID

key dates



Project timeline

crystallize protein determine structure paper under reviewwrite and submit paper publication
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Project timeline

crystallize protein determine structure paper under reviewwrite and submit paper publication

Deposit Date:
Team uploads project 
details to the PDB 
database in secret

Release Date:
Project is released at 
time of publication* for 
public view

PDB dates:

PDB deposit hidden from public

*If project goes unpublished, data 
is released publicly after one year

Mean = 6.5 months
Median = 5.1 months



Scoop definition

Deposit Date A Release Date A

Release Date B

Scenario 1: Project A scoops Project B 

Deposit Date B

Rules: 1. Take two projects that have identical sequence, different authors.
2. Assert that both projects are deposited before the first project is released. 
3. Call the first to release the winner, call the second project “scooped.”



Scoop definition

Release Date A

Release Date BDeposit Date B

Scenario 2: Project A and Project B are excluded from racing sample

Deposit Date A Release Date A

Release Date B

Scenario 1: Project A scoops Project B 

Deposit Date B

Rules: 1. Take two projects that have identical sequence, different authors.
2. Assert that both projects are deposited before the first project is released. 
3. Call the first to release the winner, call the second project “scooped.”



Example race: Toll-like receptor 3

Winning Deposit: 1ZIW Scooped Deposit: 2A0Z

Affiliation: Scripps Research Institute
Deposit Date: April 27, 2005
Release Date: June 28, 2005

Journal: Science
Journal Impact Factor: 30.9
5-year Citations: 196

Affiliation: National Institutes of Health
Deposit Date: June 27, 2005
Release Date: August 2, 2005

Journal: PNAS
Journal Impact Factor: 10.2
5-year Citations: 129



Predicted citation balance

Race winners are not
randomly assigned, but seem
highly unpredictable.

Lasso model of predicted
citations:

▶ Team size and age

▶ Past deposits and
publications

▶ University rank and location

Difference in predicted citations:
0.66 (p-value = 0.076)
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Estimating the scoop penalty

▶ Basic specification: For deposit i of protein (race) p:

Yip = α+ βScoopedi + X ′
i δ + γp + ϵip

where
▶ Scoopedi is a dummy for losing priority race.
▶ γp is the coefficient on a protein (i.e. race) fixed effect.
▶ Xi is a vector of individual and lab controls selected by PDS-Lasso method (Belloni

et al. 2014).



Citation penalty
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Scoop penalty: alternative outcomes



The long-run consequences of being scooped

▶ Long run outcomes (excluding winning/scooped paper):
▶ Active in PDB five years later
▶ Total publications five years later
▶ Total citations five years later

▶ Estimate for scientist s, deposit i , for protein (race) p:

Yisp = α+ βScoopedis + X ′
isδ + γp + εisp

▶ Estimate separately for novices (<1 year of PDB experience) and veterans.



Long-run results



Priority and inequality

▶ Merton proposes two key drivers of academic attention:
▶ Priority
▶ Matthew Effect

▶ We test which of these effects dominates by comparing citations in races between
high- and low-reputation teams

▶ See the statistical discrimination model in the paper



Defining reputation

▶ Define pre-existing reputation
using LASSO-generated
predicted citations

▶ Define H teams as those with
above median predicted
citations and L teams as
those with below median y median
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Evenly-matched and mismatched races
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Conclusion

Getting scooped lowers citations, but rewards are more evenly distributed than
previously thought.

Normative implications: Is the premium for priority too large or too small?

▶ Priority may incentivize effort and timely disclosure.

▶ Racing may incentivize speed at the expense of quality and transparency.
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How does competition for credit affect science?

▶ Might motivate researchers to work harder, in order to finish first

▶ Researchers might be more secretive; less collaborative

▶ Researchers might cut corners and do lower-quality work to finish first

▶ What else?



Competition and quality in science (Hill and Stein, 2024)

▶ This paper focuses on one potential effect of competition: lower quality work

▶ Again we focus on the field of structural biology for data reasons

▶ We find strong evidence that scientists complete competitive projects more
quickly but with lower quality

▶ More important projects tend to be more competitive, so key implication:
important projects are done more poorly



Example: sequencing the Neanderthal genome

“Hendrik’s paper also illustrated a dilemma in science: doing
all the analyses and experiments necessary to tell the
complete story leaves you vulnerable to being beaten to the
press...Even when you publish a better paper, you are seen
as mopping up the details after someone who made the real
breakthrough”

– Svante Pääbo, Neanderthal Man: In Search of Lost
Genomes



We focus on structural biology because project quality is well measured

A unique feature of structural biology is the objective measures of project quality:

1. Refinement resolution: similar to resolution of a photograph

2. R-free: model fit, estimated on a holdout sample of the experimental data

3. Outlier share: errors in the model based on chemical properties

Combine these outcomes into a standardized quality index (higher is better)



Key results

▶ Consistent with our theory, more important projects are done faster and more
poorly

▶ These more important projects do not appear to be more difficult or complex

▶ In addition, researchers who are in less competitive types of positions exhibit a
less negative relationship between project importance and project quality. This
further suggests competition is the key channel
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Science is full of nasty debates

What drove the dinosaurs extinct?



Science is full of nasty debates

What is the effect of immigration on native wages?



Why the acrimony?

One hypothesis:

▶ In a credit-driven system, one’s reputation is the currency of careers

▶ Scientists therefore are invested in defending their work and reputation



What are the consequences?

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its
opponents and making them see the light, but rather
because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation
grows up that is familiar with it.”

– Max Planck



Science advances one funeral at a time (Azoulay et. al, 2019)

One hypothesis:

▶ It is difficult for science to move in new directions while the developers of old
theories are defending their ideas

▶ Thus, we might expect that after the death of a superstar scientist, we see that
field moving in new directions



Assemble 452 research-active superstar scientists who die

Start with a sample of 12,935 “superstar scientists.” 452 die prematurely



Empirical strategy

▶ Analysis is performed at the subfield level. Subfields are classified using the
PubMed Related Citations Algorithm
▶ Despite having the word citations in the title, the algorithm relies on the paper

titles, abstracts, and MeSH keywords

▶ Create a set of control superstars who did not die
▶ Treated subfields have a superstar death; control subfields have a living superstar

▶ I am omitting some details here, there is a careful matching process

▶ Main specification is a diff-in-diff at the subfield level (i) year (t) level:

yit = exp[β0 + β1AfterDeathit + β2AfterDeathit ×Treati + f (Ageit) + δt + γi + εit ]



Fields with deaths become more productive, driven by non-collaborators



Who are these non-collaborators?
Majority have never worked in the superstar’s subfield prior to death



These new publications are disproportionately high impact



The scientific orientation of these new articles is nuanced

▶ Panel A suggests
new articles are
central to the
subfield (as
measured by PRMA)

▶ Panel B says that the
references are more
novel, bringing new
sources of inspiration

▶ Panel C suggests
new articles are
closer to the
scientific frontier



Channels

▶ Effect is larger when star is more eminent
▶ No clear evidence that stars withhold resources

▶ Very few of the stars held editorial or funding positions around the time of their death
▶ Some evidence that effects are larger if fewer superstar collaborators hold these

positions rightarrow evidence of indirect influence



Conclusion

▶ Scientists are human and humans respond to incentives

▶ The credit-based system that science employs leads to scientists deviating from
the Mertonian norms/ideals

▶ Can we do better? Are there alternative ways to organize and motivate scientific
work?
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